
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an equity research analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for equity research analyst

Have up to 4 years of relevant work experience covering the Singapore
market is highly preferred
Interact directly with business partners at all levels of the organization to
define, analyze and document requirements, set priorities, Act as a champion
for the needs of the business partners and a trusted advisor
Provide input into system design to help the programming teams define
effort and implementation schedules
Ensure quality of product by enforcing high standards in testing and building
audit/validation controls
Act as an escalation point person for support issues that require detailed
analysis and management
Provide regular status reporting and issue tracking
Have at least 3 years' equity research experience, ideally from sell-side firms
Work in teams to cover group of 15+ stocks
Join a focused industry group and work closely with Analysts
Provide quantitative support for industry- and company-specific research and
assist with field research

Qualifications for equity research analyst

You will be sitting with other quant analysts on the quantitative equity team
You will be able to experience, develop and implement these yourself
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Important to have a background in time series analysis , statistics , digital
signal processing , portfolio theory or applied mathematics
Able to demonstrate an interest in modelling and implementing quantitative
equity strategies and of equity data such as market and fundamental
company data
Programming is an intergral part of this job so you should be able to code in
either Python , C++, C , C# or Matlab


